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The solution of the Euclidian problem of the equilateral triangle  
starting from page 293 is amply considered the central theme 
of the Night Lesson. According to the common interpretation 
the smart Dolph plays the role of the teacher and the candid 
and innocent Kev that of the pupil. The aim of Dolph is that of  
initiating Kev to the mistery of sex, conducting him to 
contemplate her mother's vagina. And he accomplishes this in a 
tricky way, through the presentation of the above mentioned 
Euclidian problem. But the scandalized Kev reacts very 
aggressively and hits his brother. Dolph doesn't mind and 
forgives Kev , offering him a sign of peace. 
Of course there may be different versions of the story, but 
basically all agree that Dolph is the teacher and that  this part 
of chapter X is mostly a long monologue of his,  listened  to 
attentively by his candid and simple brother.
I am of a different opinion. According to my interpretation Kev 
knows quite well the sexual aspect of the triangle, but he 
refuses to look at it from Dolph's perspective. During the 
course of the lesson he keeps commenting sarcastically and 
making fun of his brother's views, showing how trivial, mean and  
unsubstantial they are; and, at the end, he takes the leading 
role and shows Dolph his own intellectual superiority through 
the highly sophisticated use of trigonometry and specialized 
terminology. Whereas Dolph starts from the geometric form of  
a triangle  to morph it into the female Delta; Kev morphs the 
female Delta into an intellectual form of Platonic ideas. Dolph's 
“dismissage” of TUNC, that in his “mixed-up” approach becomes 



CUNT, is brought back to its “orthodox” ideal shape. In fact we  
have Dolph's “geom-A-try” vs Kev's “geom-E-try), the “a”  of 
“hesit-A-ncy” vs the  “e” of “hesit-E-ncy”.
Here we find  as well a repetition of the opposite characters of 
the twins, the intellectual Kev/Shaun and the material 
Dolph/Shem; the esoteric being and the ordinary plebeian. It's 
the repetition of the difference we have already seen in 
arithmetics. Whereas Kev's right hand points at spiritual 
“cardinal” numbers, Dolph's left one (“do not let your left hand 
know what your right hand is doing”, Matthew 6:3) points  at 
sex, supper &tc.
But, whereas in the first part of  the Night Lesson the 
conflicting aspect of the twins is recounted by an external 
narrator,  the Delta section is described in a theatrical form.  
We shift basically from“epic”  to “drama”. In this dramatic 
aspect the text is indeed a description of a fight (the facing Fs  
of 266.22) and the division of the lines between the two 
contenders represents the blows and punches of two facing 
boxers, the rapid exchanges of their cut and thrust match.  
(Of course blows and punches are metaphors of the various 
arguments of a dialectical confrontation. ) Some of the lines 
could in fact be assigned to both fighters, but I think that is a 
subtle trick to represent the confusion of the match, when it's 
kind of hard to discern who hits whom, especially during a 
clinch.
In order to validate with concrete examples this very personal 
and unorthodox interpretation of mine I have taken the liberty 
of working out a “script” of the Delta section of the Night 
Lesson, assigning lines to the two contenders and explaining my 
intentions and views through more or less detailed “stage 
directions”. Of course this is just an overview and I didn't
go into details for what concerns the  single parts of the text. 



For the time being I am limiting myself to the "main frames" of 
the episode.

It goes without saying that  this  “Delta” lesson may be 
arranged in many other different shapes, but this is the one I 
found most satisfactory (to my tastes), so here it is!

THE MATCH BETWEEN DOLPH AND KEV



DOLPH
(starts his lesson in choosing out the two points that, according to 
Euclid's first postulate, are the endpoints of one and only one straight 
line. He puts aside Newtonian algebra and arithmetic, since with all his 
calculus and calculusses poor Sir Isaac  has not been able to protect 
himself  from the calculating tricks of the schemer Jacob.)

 Given now ann linch you take enn
293.29:  all. Allow me! And, heaving alljawbreakical
293.30:  expressions out of old Sare Isaac's 2 universal
293.31:  of specious aristmystic unsaid, A is for Anna
293.32:  like L is for liv. 

KEV 
(guffaws and sneers. He knows in advance how apish Dolph will  act, 
trying to give material shape to a living ideal form; and how laughable 
and clownish that shape will be.)

Aha hahah, Ante Ann you're
293.33:  apt to ape aunty annalive! 

DOLPH
(rebukes Kev. He must not laugh. This is the beginning of a new clear 
day. Of living love, that is: sex, emerging from the darkness of 
ignorance.)

Dawn gives rise.
293.34:  Lo, lo, lives love! 

KEV
(strikes back. That is the moment of the fall, with all the pain that will 
follow. That apish shape, which is the anthithesis “anti” of the real Ann 
“anti-ann”, is in fact a prostitute,  Franz Wedekind's  Lulù,  the same of  
Pabst's movie, the Lola of von Stenberg's “Der Blaue Engel : The Blue 
Angel” )

Eve takes fall. La, la, laugh



293.35:  leaves alass! Aiaiaiai, Antiann, we're last to
293.36:  the lost, Loulou! 

DOLPH
(doesn't mind Kev's remarks and invites him to be less far-sighted and 
watch closely how to draw the straight line, according to Euclid's second  
postulate: “Any straight line segment can be extended indefinitely to 
form a straight line”.)

Tis perfect. Now (lens
294.1:  your dappled yeye here, mine's presbyoperian,
294.2:  shill and wall) we see the copyngink strayed-
294.3:  line AL (in Fig., the forest) from being con-
294.4:  tinued, stops ait Lambday:1  Modder ilond
294.5:  there too.

(But he does not extend the line beyond the two fixed points. So there is 
no trespassing of limits. )

Allow me anchore! I bring down
294.6:  noth and carry awe.

(He starts working on Euclid's first problem drawing a circle.)

Now, then, take this in!
294.7:  One of the most murmurable loose carollaries
294.8:  ever Ellis threw his cookingclass. With Olaf
294.9:  as centrum and Olaf's lambtail for his spokes-
294.10:  man circumscript a cyclone. Allow ter! Hoop !
294.11:  As round as the calf of an egg! 

 KEV
(makes fun of Dolph. What he has done is just a trifle although he acts 
as if he were a genius. Just like that old drunkard of his father, whose 
ruinous fall he is going to follow.)

O, dear
294.12:  me! O, dear me now! Another grand dis-
294.13:  cobely! After Makefearsome's Ocean. You've



294.14:  actuary entducked one! Quok! Why, you
294.15:  haven't a passer! Fantastic! Early' clever,
294.16:  surely doomed, to Swift's, alas, the galehus!
294.17:  Match of a matchness, like your Bigdud dadder
294.18:  in the boudeville song, Gorotsky Gollovar's
294.19:  Troubles, raucking his flavourite turvku in
294.20:  the smukking precincts of lydias,2  with Mary
294.21:  Owens and Dolly Monks seesidling to edge
294.22:  his cropulence and Blake-Roche, Kingston
294.23:  and Dockrell auriscenting him from afurz, our
294.24:  papacocopotl, 3  Abraham Bradley King? (ting
294.25:  ting! ting ting!) By his magmasine fall. Lumps,
294.26:  lavas and all.4 Bene! 

DOLPH
(commands Kev to shut up. That's just the beginning. The two Anns [bis-
Anntium / Byzantium] must be linked together. For a moment he has the  
vision of his mother's private parts)

But, thunder and turf, it's
294.27:  not alover yet! One recalls Byzantium. The
294.28:  mystery repeats itself todate as our callback
294.29:  mother Gaudyanna, that was daughter to a
294.30:  tanner, 5 used to sing, as I think, now and then
294.31:  consinuously over her possetpot in her quer
295.1:  homolocous humminbass hesterdie and ist-
295.2:  herdie forivor. 1 Vanissas Vanistatums! And
295.3:  for a night of thoughtsendyures and a day. As
295.4:  Great Shapesphere puns it. In effect, I re-
295.5:  mumble, from the yules gone by, purr lil mur-
295.6:  rerof myhind, so she used indeed. When she
295.7:  give me the Sundaclouths she hung up for
295.8:  Tate and Comyng and snuffed out the ghost
295.9:  in the candle at his old game of haunt the
295.10:  sleepper. Faithful departed. When I'm dream-
295.11:  ing back like that I begins to see we're only
295.12:  all telescopes. Or the comeallyoum saunds.
295.13:  Like when I dromed I was in Dairy and was
295.14:  wuckened up with thump in thudderdown.



(But he leaves these memories aside and goes back to the point.)

295.15:  Rest in peace ! But to return. 2 

KEV
(teases Dolph, making fun of his one-eyed memories. [“orbo” is “one-
eyed” and “bad sighted”, “stra-orbo”  is “very bad-sighted”])

 What a wonder-
295.16:  ful memory you have too ! Twonderful
295.17:  morrowy! Straorbinaire! 

DOLPH
(doesn't care and keeps on with his geometrizing, well aware he has an 
ace up his sleeve. He helps Kev drawing a second circle.)

Bene! I bring town
295.18:  eau and curry nothung up my sleeve. Now,
295.19:  springing quickenly from the mudland-Loosh
295.20:  from Luccan with Allhim as her Elder tetra-
295.21:  turn a somersault. All's fair on all fours, as
295.22:  my instructor unstrict me. Watch ! And you'll
295.23:  have the whole inkle. Allow, allow! Gyre O,
295.24:  gyre O, gyrotundo ! Hop lala ! As umpty
295.25:  herum as you seat! 

KEV
(keeps teasing Dolph. He knows his brother is trying to cheat him, to 
make him the brawn of his brain.)

O, dear me, that was very
295.26:  nesse! Very nace indeed! And makes us a
295.27:  daintical pair of accomplasses! You, allus for
295.28:  the kunst and me for omething with a handel
295.29:  to it.  Beve! 



DOLPH
(shows the two points – Pi and P – of the intersecting circles. And invites  
Kev to give them an enlightened [lucihere] look.)
 
Now, as will pressantly be felt,
295.30:  there's tew tricklesome poinds where our
295.31:  twain of doubling bicirculars, mating approxe-
295.32:  metely in their suite poi and poi, dunloop
295.33:  into eath the ocher. Lucihere ! 

KEV
(understands the pun Pee-Pee, but he looks at the two points  from 
another angle,  stating clearly  that the P , the lower one, is a symbol of 
Pride and of the original sin.)

I fee where you
296.1:  mea. The doubleviewed seeds. Nun, lemmas
296.2:  quatsch, vide pervoys akstiom, and I think as
296.3:  I'm suqeez in the limon, stickme punctum, but
296.4:  for semenal rations I'd likelong, by Araxes,
296.5:  to mack a capital Pee for Pride down there
296.6:  on the batom 1 where Hoddum and Heave, our
296.7:  monsterbilker, balked his bawd of parodies.

DOLPH
(quite annoyed,  tells Kev to put his trite moralism up his ass and asks 
him  whether he has the guts to keep on with the lesson.)

296.8:  And let you go, Airmienious, and mick your
296.9:  modest mock Pie out of Humbles up your
296.10:  end. Where your apexojesus will be a point
296.11:  of order. With a geing groan grunt and a
296.12:  croak click cluck. 2 And my faceage kink and
296.13:  kurkle trying to make keek peep. 3  Are you
296.14:  right there, Michael, are you right? Do you
296.15:  think you can hold on by sitting tight? 

KEV
(is positive he can, although he judges all that stuff  just bullshit.)



Well,
296.16:  of course, it's awful angelous. Still I don't feel
296.17:  it's so dangelous. Ay, I'm right here, Nickel,
296.18:  and I'll write. Singing the top line why it
296.19:  suits me mikey fine. But, yaghags hogwarts
296.20:  and arrahquinonthiance, it's the muddest thick
296.21:  that was ever heard dump since Eggsmather
296.22:  got smothered in the plap of the pfan. 

DOLPH
(challenges Kev to join the points and draw the pair of triangles, the 
lower one with dots.)

Now,
296.23:  to compleat anglers, beloved bironthiarn and
296.24:  hushtokan hishtakatsch, join alfa pea and
296.25:  pull loose by dotties and, to be more
296.26:  sparematically logoical, eelpie and paleale by
296.27:  trunkles. 

(While Kev is drawing the triangles he draws out  the spicy picture of a 
gorgeous and tricky “leaky” lady.)

Alow me align while I encloud
296.28:  especious ! 

(Aside.  He  rejoyces of his victory : Nike. Quite excited, he feels a hard-
on. )

The Nike done it. Like pah,4 I peh.
296.29:  Innate little bondery. And as plane as a poke
296.30:  stiff.5  

(It's the moment of raising up the veil of ignorance. Silence!)

Now, aqua in buccat. 



(He shows the dirty picture to his brother.  The woman's sex is hidden by  
a removable veil, like that in the photo Professor Rath of The Blue Angel  
movie looks at. Blowing on it the veils rises, discovering the pussy.)

I'll make you to
296.31:  see figuratleavely the whome of your eternal
297.1:  geomater. And if you flung her headdress on
297.2:  her from under her highlows you'd wheeze
297.3:  whyse Salmonson set his seel on a hexen-
297.4:  gown.1 

KEV
(seems  kind of annoyed, but - may be -  excited, as well. And commands 
Dolph to stop joking and to continue with his argument.)

 Hissss!, Arrah, go on! Fin for fun!

DOLPH
(rises the triangular veil that hides the Delta, showing the vulva in all 
her triumphant glory.)

297.5:  You've spat your shower like a son of Sibernia
297.6:  but let's have at it! Subtend to me now! Pisk!
297.7:  Outer serpumstances beiug ekewilled, we care-
297.8:  fully, if she pleats, lift by her seam hem and
297.9:  jabote at the spidsiest of her trickkikant (like
297.10:  thousands done before since fillies calpered.
297.11:  Ocone ! Ocone !) the maidsapron of our A.L.P.,
297.12:  fearfully! till its nether nadir is vortically where
297.13:  (allow me aright to two cute winkles) its naval's
297.14:  napex will have to beandbe. You must proach
297.15:  near mear for at is dark. Lob. And light
297.16:  your mech. Jeldy! And this is what you'll say.2

KEV
(A scandalized reaction.)

297.17:  Waaaaaa. Tch! Sluice! Pla! 



DOLPH
(expounds joyously on the subject and ends his lesson scorning his 
brother's catholic erotophobia.)

And their, redneck,
297.18:  (for addn't we to gayatsee with Puhl the Pun-
297.19:  kah's bell?)mygh and thy, the living spit of
297.20:  dead waters, 3 fastness firm of Hurdlebury Fenn,
297.21:  discinct and isoplural in its (your sow to
297.22:  the duble) sixuous parts, flument, fluvey and
297.23:  fluteous, midden wedge of the stream's your
297.24:  muddy old triagonal delta, fiho miho, plain
297.25:  for you now, appia lippia pluvaville, (hop the
297.26:  hula,girls!) the no niggard spot of her safety
297.27:  vulve, first of all usquiluteral threeingles, (and
297.28:  why wouldn't she sit cressloggedlike the lass
297.29:  that lured a tailor?) the constant of fluxion,
297.30:  Mahamewetma, pride of the province 4  and
297.31:  when that tidled boare rutches up from the
297.32:  Afrantic, allaph quaran's his bett und bier! 5
298.1:  Paa lickam laa lickam, apl lpa ! This it is an her.
298.2:  You see her it. Which it whom you see it is
298.3:  her. And if you could goaneggbetter we'd soon
298.4:  see some raffant scrumala riffa. Quicks herit
298.5:  fossyending. Quef! So post that to your pape
298.6:  and smarket !

KEV
(invites his brother not to be so self-assured and to dismiss his hard-on 
attitude. He assures him that he understood quite well his heretic 
argument about their mother's vagina and that he is ready to answer 
him, following suit, but in his own superior style. And he unleashes his 
intellect in a most elaborate and scholarly trigonometric argumentation 
in order to show how spirit and intellect overcome materialistic baseness.  
And concluding that freethought is the speediest way to ruin and that his  
intellectual superiority, that frees him from material bounds, will compel  
the others to look at him with awe and tremor.)
 
 And you can haul up that languil



298.7:  pennant, mate. I've read your tunc's dimissage.
298.8:  For, let it be taken that her littlenist is of no
298.9:  magnetude or again let it be granted that Doll
298.10:  the laziest can be dissimulant with all respects
298.11:  from Doll the fiercst, thence must any what-
298.12:  youlike in the power of empthood be either
298.13:  greater than or less than the unitate we
298.14:  have in one or hence shall the vectorious ready-
298.15:  eyes of evertwo circumflicksrent searclhers
298.16:  never film in the elipsities of their gyribouts
298.17:  those fickers which are returnally reprodictive
298.18:  of themselves. 1  Which is unpassible. Quarrel-
298.19:  lary. The logos of somewome to that base any-
298.20:  thing, when most characteristically mantissa
298.21:  minus, comes to nullum in the endth: 2 orso,
298.22:  here is nowet badder than the sin of Aha with
298.23:  his cosin Lil, verswaysed on coverswised, and
298.24:  all that's consecants and cotangincies till Per-
298.25:  perp stops repippinghim since her redtangles
298.26:  are all abscissan for limitsing this tendency of
298.27:  our Frivulteeny Sexuagesima 3 to expense her-
298.28:  selfs as sphere as possible, paradismic peri-
298.29:  mutter, in all directions on the bend of the
298.30:  unbridalled, the infinisissimalls of her facets
298.31:  becoming manier and manier as the calicolum
298.32:  of her umdescribables (one has thoughts of
298.33:  that eternal Rome) shrinks from schurtiness 
299.1:  to scherts. 1 Scholium, there are trist sigheds to
299.2:  everysing but ichs on the freed brings euchs to
299.3:  the feared. 

DOLPH
(makes fun of his brother's arguments. They are like a bunch of 
colliding  particles inside a quantum field. Insubstantial nonsense.)

Qued? Mother of us all! O, dear
299.4:  me, look at that now! I don't know is it your
299.5:  spictre or my omination but I'm glad you
299.6:  dimentioned it ! My Lourde ! My Lourde ! If



299.7:  that aint just the beatenest lay I ever see ! And
299.8:  a superpbosition ! Quoint a quincidence ! O.K.
299.9:  Omnius Kollidimus. As Ollover Krumwall
299.10:  sayed when he slepped ueber his grannya-
299.11:  mother. 

KEV
(can't believe his brother is so impudent and so narrow-minded.)

Kangaroose feathers: Who in the name
299.12:  of thunder'd ever belevin you were that bolt?

DOLPH
(says that Kev is the one gone out of mind and that he'd better come 
down to earth and recognize that what is below is not what is above. And 
invites his brother to give the Delta a more knowing look.)

299.13:  But you're holy mooxed and gaping up the
299.14:  wrong palce 2 as if you was seeheeing the gheist
299.15:  that stays forenenst, you blessed simpletop
299.16:  domefool! Where's your belested loiternan's
299.17:  lamp? You must lap wandret down the bluish-
299.18:  ing refluction below. Her trunk's not her brain-
299.19:  box. Hear where the bolgylines, Yseen here the
299.20:  puncture. So he done it. Luck! See her good.

KEV
(scorns his brother's alleged magic and naiveté.  For him the two 
triangles have the shape of a “sweet” lozenge. But he accepts to come 
down to earth and to talk about earthly matters: those that will help 
Dolph to  earn a  honest living. )
 
299.21:  Well, well, well, well! O dee, O dee, that's
299.22:  very lovely ! We like Simperspreach Hammel-
299.23:  tones to fellow Selvertunes O'Haggans. 3 When
299.24:  he rolls over his ars and shows the hise of his
299.25:  heels. Vely lovely entilely! Like a yangsheep-
299.26:  slang with the tsifengtse. So analytical plaus-
299.27:  ible ! And be the powers of Moll Kelly, neigh-



299.28:  bour topsowyer, it will be a lozenge to me all
299.29:  my lauffe. 4 More better twofeller we been speak
299.30:  copperads. 

(He says that Dolph should start again from scratch and he'd better get 
his head together, following the Church's advices. Once he was a good 
guy, but now he's gone astray, following a path that will bring him to 
ruin and damnation.)

Ever thought about Guinness's?
299.31:  And the regrettable Parson Rome's advice?
300.1:  Want to join the police. 1 You know, you were
300.2:  always one of the bright ones, since a foot
300.3:  made you an unmentionable,fakes ! You know,
300.4:  you're the divver's own smart gossoon, aequal
300.5:  to yoursell and wanigel to anglyother, so you
300.6:  are, hoax! You know, you'll be dampned, so
300.7:  you will, one of these invernal days but you
300.8:  will be,carrotty! 2

The fight is now at such a close range that it's kind of hard to 
distinguish the two adversaries and the perspective shifts to that of  the 
NARRATOR who steps in to describe what's going on.

NARRATOR
(Dolph, who wants to have the last word,)

300.9:    Wherapool, gayet that when he stop look
300.10:  time he stop long ground who here hurry he
300.11:  would have ever the lothst word, 

(makes use of all his diplomacy, trying to be courteous and well 
behaved.)

with a sweet
300.12:  me ah err eye ear marie to reat from the jacob's3
300.13:  and a shypull for toothsake of his armjaws
300.14:  at the slidepage of de Vere Foster, 



(He invites Kev to get rid of his platonic ideas,  to act according to his 
emotions)

would and
300.15:  could candykissing P. Kevin to fress up the
300.16:  rinnerung and to ate by hart (leo I read, such a
300.17:  spanish, escribibis all your mycoscoups) wont

(and to nose into his mother's sacred tummy, although in doing so he 
will  go against his former teachings.)

300.18:  to nibbleh ravenostonnoriously ihs mum to
300.19:  me in bewonderment of his chipper chuthor

(The  intention of the intellectual Kev is to give a cut to the fight,)

300.20:  for, while that Other by the halp of his creac-
300.21:  tive mind offered to deleberate the mass from
300.22:  the booty of fight 

(but Dolph, the materialist, wants to keep on searching the sacred wood,)

our Same with the holp
300.23:  of the bounty of food sought to delubberate
300.24:  the mess from his corructive mund, with his
300.25:  muffetee cuffes ownconsciously grafficking
300.26:  with his sinister cyclopes after trigamies and
300.27:  spirals' wobbles pursuiting their rovinghamil-
300.28:  ton selves and godolphing in fairlove to see
300.29:  around the waste of noland's browne jesus 4
300.30:  (thur him no quartos!) 

(no matter how his blood pressure shall rise and  perhaps result in a 
stroke.)

till that on him poorin
300.31:  sweat the juggaleer's veins (quench his quill!)
300.32:  in his napier scrag stud out bursthright tam-
301.1:  quam taughtropes. 



The NARRATOR, seeing how upset Dolph is, asks ironically for medical  
assistance.

(Spry him! call a blood
301.2:  lekar! Where's Dr Brassenaarse?) 

Appears a German doctor, with remarkable Freudian traits. He states 
that Dolph's problem comes from his  past and deals with his catholic 
education. He is sort of possessed and needs an exorcism.

Es war itwas
301.3:  in his priesterrite. O He Must Suffer ! 

The NARRATOR resumes his commentary. He shifts his attention from 
Dolph to Issy, inviting her to  support  her brother, who is now in a bad 
predicament, and to request that the fight cease.

From this
301.4:  misbelieving feacemaker to his noncredible
301.5:  fancyflame. 1 Ask for bosthoon, late for Mass,
301.6:  pray for blaablaablack sheep. 

But he sees also how Kev champs at the bit and decides to  pass the 
baton to him.

(Sure you could
301.7:  wright anny pippap passage, Eye bet, as foyne
301.8:  as that moultylousy Erewhig, yerself, mick!
301.9:  Nock the muddy nickers! 2 Christ's Church
301.10:  varses Bellial !) 

KEV 
(resumes the fight hitting Dolph below the belt. In fact instead of 
confuting his brother's arguments he attacks him on personal grounds, 
discrediting his life and his profligate conduct. A typical and unfair 
argumentum ad hominem.)

Dear and he went on to scripple



301.11:  gentlemine born, milady bread, he would pen
301.12:  for her, he would pine for her, 3 how he would
301.13:  patpun fun for all 4 with his frolicky frowner
301.14:  so and his glumsome grinner otherso. And how
301.15:  are you, waggy? 5 My animal his sorrafool!
301.16:  And trieste, ah trieste ate I my liver! Se non ‚
301.17:  vero son trovatore. O jerry! He was soso, harriot
301.18:  all! He was sadfellow, steifel! He was mister-
301.19:  mysterion. Like a purate out of pensionee with
301.20:  a gouvernament job. 

(A rapid fire sequence of  jabs.)

All moanday, tearsday,
301.21:  wailsday, thumpsday, frightday, shatterday till
301.22:  the fear of the Law. Look at this twitches!

(He knocks him down and mocks him.)

301.23:  He was quisquis, floored on his plankraft of
301.24:  shittim wood. Look at him! Sink deep or
301.25:  touch not the Cartesian spring! Want more
301.26:  ashes, griper? How diesmal he was lying low
301.27:  on his rawside laying siege to goblin castle.
301.28:  And, bezouts that, how hyenesmeal he was
301.29:  laying him long on his laughside lying sack
301.30:  to croakpartridge. 

The NARRATOR incites Dolph to get  back on his feet.

(Be thou wars Rolaf's intes-
302.1:  tions, quoths the Bhagavat biskop Leech) 

KEV
(glad that Dolph got up, so that he can keep ill-treating him.)

Ann
302.2:  opes tipoo soon ear! If you could me lendtill
302.3:  my pascol's kondyl, sahib, and the price of a



302.4:  plate of poultice. 

(He hits him hard.)

Punked. 

(He keeps scorning him.)

With best apolojigs
302.5:  and merrymoney thanks to self for all the
302.6:  clerricals and again begs guerdon for bistris-
302.7:  pissing on your bunificence. Well wiggy-
302.8:  wiggywagtail, and how are you,yaggy? With
302.9:  a capital Tea for Thirst. From here Buvard to
302.10:  dear Picuchet. 

(A tremendous uppercut that knocks Dolph down.)

Blott.

(He triumphs over his brother, making clear that the girl belongs to 
him.)

302.11:    Now, (peel your eyes, my gins, and brush
302.12:  your saton hat, me elementator joyclid, son of
302.13:  a Butt ! She's mine, Jow low jure, 1 be Skibber-
302.14:  ing's eagles, sweet tart of Whiteknees Arch-
302.15:  way) 

(He accuses Dolph of being a good-for-nothing onanist.)

watch him, having caught at the bi-
302.16:  furking calamum in his bolsillos, the onelike
302.17:  underworp he had ever funnet without diffi-
302.18:  cultads, the aboleshqvick, signing away in
302.19:  happinext complete, (Exquisite Game of in-
302.20:  spiration! I always adored your hand. So could
302.21:  I too and without the scrope of a pen. Ohr for
302.22:  oral, key for crib, olchedolche and a lunge ad



302.23:  lib. Can you write us a last line? From Smith-
302.24:  Jones-Orbison?) intrieatedly in years, jirry-
302.25:  alimpaloop.

(A writer of letters that beg money from ladies.)

 And i Romain, hup u bn gd grl. 2
302.26:  Unds alws my thts. To fallthere at bare feet
302.27:  hurryaswormarose. 

(One who scrapes his living on the back of others.)

Two dies of one raffle-
302.28:  ment. Eche bennyache. Outstamp and dis-
302.29:  tribute him at the expanse of his society. To
302.30:  be continued. Anon.

DOLPH
(Wounded in his pride he gets again on his feet and fights back as best 
as he can, boasting about his sexual abilities.)

302.31:    And ook, ook, ook,fanky! All the charic-
302.32:  tures 3 in the drame! 

(If Kev acts like a saint and looks after the city of the sun, following the 
teachings of a friar [Tommaso Campanella])

This is how San holy-
303.1:  polypools.

(he – Dolph - has a totally different opinion in dealing sexual affairs, 
following the teachings of a famous whore.)

 And this, pardonsky! is the way
303.2:  Romeopullupalleaps. 1 Pose the pen, man,
303.3:  way me does. Way ole missa vellatooth fust
303.4:  show me how. Fourth power to her illpogue !
303.5:  Bould strokes for your life ! Tip ! This is Steal,
303.6:  this is Barke, this is Starn, this is Swhipt, this is



303.7:  Wiles, this is Pshaw, this is Doubbllinnbbay-
303.8:  yates. 2 This is brave Danny weeping his spache
303.9:  for the popers. This is cool Connolly wiping
303.10:  his hearth with brave Danny. And this, regard !
303.11:  how Chawleses Skewered parparaparnelligoes
303.12:  between brave Danny boy and the Connolly.
303.13:  Upanishadem! Top. Spoken hath L'arty Ma-
303.14:  gory. Eregobragh. Prouf! 3

The point of view shifts again on the NARRATOR, who keeps describing  
the fight, showing how Kev, upset by his brother's counter attack, 
launches his final offensive.

NARRATOR
303.15:    And Kev was wreathed with his pother.

(Now, leaving his intellectual superiority aside, he has an idea of 
debasing himself  down to his brother's level and of hitting him in the 
balls,)

303.16:    But, (that Jacoby feeling again. for fore-
303.17:  bitten fruit and, my Georgeous, Kevvy too he
303.18:  just loves his puppadums, I judge !) after all his
303.19:  autocratic writings of paraboles of famellicurbs
303.20:  and meddlied muddlingisms, thee faroots hof
303.21:  cullchaw end ate citrawn woodint wun able
303.22:  rep of the triperforator awlrite blast through
303.23:  his pergaman hit him where he lived and do for
303.24:  the blessted selfchuruls, what I think, smarter
303.25:  like it done for a manny another unpious of
303.26:  the hairydary quare quandary firstings 

(knocking him out.)

till at
303.27:  length, you one bladdy bragger, by mercy-
303.28:  stroke he measured his earth anyway? 



(And so he does, since his brother would certainly do the same to him.)

could
303.29:  not but recken in his adder's badder cadder
303.30:  way our frankson who, to be plain, he fight
303.31:  him all time twofeller longa kill dead finish
303.32:  bloody face blong you, was misocain. 

(Three rapid jabs)

Wince
304.1:  wan's won! 

(and a final uppercut.)

Rip! 

(He starts a countdown,  rising his hands in a gesture of triumph.)

1 And his countinghands
304.2:  rose.

KEV
(With his gesture he stops Issy, who seems to be ready to leave. He wants  
her to remain there and listen to  the death song he is going to sing  over  
his brother's carcass. )

304.3:    Formalisa. Loves deathhow simple!
304.4:    Slutningsbane. 2

(He addresses his brother in a patronizing attitude.) 

304.5:    Thanks eversore much, Pointcarried ! I can't
304.6:  say if it's the weight you strike me to the
304.7:  quick or that red mass I was looking at but at
304.8:  the present momentum, potential as I am, I'm
304.9:  seeing rayingbogeys rings round me. 

(He gives Dolph his sardonic honours of war.)



Honours
304.10:  to you and may you be commended for our
304.11:  exhibitiveness! I'd love to take you for a
304.12:  bugaboo ride and play funfer all if you'd only
304.13:  sit and be the ballasted bottle in the porker
304.14:  barrel. You will deserve a rolypoly as long
304.15:  as from here to tomorrow. And to hell with
304.16:  them driftbombs and bottom trailers! If my
304.17:  maily was bag enough I'd send you a toxis.
304.18:  By Saxon Chromaticus, you done that lovely
304.19:  for me! 

(He addresses Issy, as if looking for her approval.)

Didn't he now, Nubilina? 

(Then addresses Dolph, talking abou Issy, as if she were not there, 
treating her like an object. He says she has been all ears, all the time.)

Tiny Mite,
304.20:  she studiert whas? With her listeningin coif-
304.21:  fure, her dream of Endsland's daylast and the
304.22:  glorifires of being presainted maid to majesty. 3

(And that she is not such an innocent, naive and well behaved little 
virgin.)

304.23:  And less is the pity for she isn't the lollypops
304.24:  she easily might be if she had for a sample
304.25:  Virginia's air of achievement. That might
304.26:  keep her from throwing delph. 4 

(And  keeps being sarcastic thanking Dolph, who has given him the 
occasion to show how smart and superior he is.)

As I was saying,
304.27:  while retorting thanks, you make me a reborn
304.28:  of the cards. 



DOLPH
(retorts that both of them  have come from the same bowels.)

We're offals boys ambows. 5

KEV
(doesn't even listen to Dolph's comment. In fact he has wiped away, like 
insignificant crumbs, his brother's arguments.)

304.29:  For I've flicked up all the crambs as they
304.30:  crumbed from your table um, singing glory
304.31:  allaloserem, cog it out, here goes a sum. So
305.1:  read we in must book. It tells. He prophets
305.2:  most who bilks the best.

(Looking at Dolph's aspect he is the more convinced that  he has done 
the right thing)

305.3:    And that salubrated sickenagiaour of yaours
305.4:  have teaspilled all my hazeydency. 

(and dismisses his brother,  telling him goodbye.)

Forge away,
305.5:  Sunny Sim! Sheepshopp. Bleating Goad, it is
305.6:  the least of things, Eyeinstye!  Imagine it, my
305.7:  deep dartry dullard! It is hours giving, not
305.8:  more. I'm only out for celebridging over the
305.9:  guilt of the gap in your hiscitendency. 

DOLPH
(thanks him ironically and reminds him that he, Kev, is a sinner as well. 
Just like those who would  murder him.)

You are
305.10:  a hundred thousand times welcome, old wort-
305.11:  sampler, hellbeit you're just about as culpable
305.12:  as my woolfell merger would be.



KEV
(threatens  to kick him in the ass.)

In effect I
305.13:  could engage in an energument over you till
305.14:  you were republicly royally toobally prussic
305.15:  blue in the shirt after. 1  

DOLPH
(has a gesture of rebellion, accusing Kev to be a real Cain.)

Trionfante di bestia! And
305.16:  if you're not your bloater's kipper may I never
305.17:  curse again on that pint I took of Jamesons.
305.18:  Old Keane now, you're rod, hook and sinker,
305.19:  old jubalee Keane! 

KEV
(thanks him mockingly.)

Biddy's hair. Biddy's hair,
305.20:  mine lubber. 

DOLPH
(holds against him that he has always been the favorite one, and flies 
into a rage, shouting.)

Where is that Quin but he sknows
305.21:  it knot but what you that are my popular end-
305.22:  phthisis were born with a solver arm up your
305.23:  sleep. Thou in shanty ! Thou in scanty shanty ! !
305.24:  Thou in slanty scanty shanty! ! ! 

KEV
(shuts him up, with a kick in the ass,  to settle the question once and for 
all.)



Bide in your
305.25:  hush! Bide in your hush, do! The law does
305.26:  not aloud you to shout. I plant my penstock
305.27:  in your postern, chinarpot. Ave! And let it be
305.28:  to all remembrance. Vale. Ovocation of maid-
305.29:  ing waters. 2 For auld lang salvy steyne.

DOLPH
(In a last surge of pride he defies Kev to express judgements on him and 
on his life. His book will give him justice.)

 I
305.30:  defend you to champ my scullion's praises.
305.31:  To book alone belongs the lobe. 

KEV
(confutes him. It's up to the Father to decide whom the young lady shall 
be given to.)

Foremaster's
305.32:  meed 3 will mark tomorrow, when we are
305.33:  making pilscrummage to whaboggeryin with
306.1:  staff, scarf and blessed wallet and our aureoles
306.2:  round our neckkandcropfs where as and when
306.3:  Heavysciusgardaddy, parent who offers sweet-
306.4:  meats, will gift uns his Noblett's surprize.

(And, as a last patronizing act, he offers to embrace his brother, in a sign  
of peace.)

306.5:  With this laudable purpose in loud ability let
306.6:  us be singulfied. Betwixt me and thee hung
306.7:  cong. Item, mizpah ends.


